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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
As a business or product owner, you know best that building a successful company 
is not easy, there are a lot of challenges waiting for you around each corner, and you 
must constantly watch for different aspects to be sure that everything is happening in 
the right order.

Developing a digital product – application, website, other software – is the same. 
What’s also challenging, most often you must cooperate with different people to 
achieve your goal (unless you are a talented programmer, designer, researcher, and 
product owner in one person). The more people involved, the bigger the need for 
clear rules appears. 

Therefore we fell in love with the Agile mindset and its frameworks because we 
have learned how useful they are in terms of effective, everyday duties management 
around digital product implementation. And so that’s why we are here with our Agile 
methodologies guide. 

The material’s main characters are Scrum and Kanban, the most popular Agile 
frameworks, but at our work, we combine different Agile approaches, depending on 
the project’s needs. We simply take the most suitable tools from different frameworks 
to provide products with value. The goal of the digital products we deliver is to satisfy 
the client’s business and users’ needs. 
 

You can be assured that this e-book 
will help you to know all the basics 
needed to start with your next digital 
product. We know that time is money, 
so the material we have prepared is not 
very long, yet it’s filled with expertise. 
Prepare then a coffee (or a tea), and 
reserve an hour or two to consume this 
knowledge. We guarantee that it will 
not be wasted time. 

Igor Podlawski, CEO Software Things

Supported by
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What is Agile Software Development
And why is it best for building software products?

What is Agile?

Agile per dictionary definition is about being “able to think quickly and clearly”. 
We all need that to achieve our goals. Quick thinking is essential, as changing reality 
won’t wait for our decision. Samely needed quality is clear reasoning that Agile 
focuses on. Being definite is necessary to make good decisions that bring better 
results. 

The other focal point of Agile philosophy is people. Agile states humans as reasonable 
creatures use their minds to meet problems or reach goals using the possibly best 
path. Agile practices trust our judgments. This is very uplifting and it is one of the 
reasons the tech teams become Agile teams – to have a sense of agency and to 
decide how they work.

Agile in software development is then a way of thinking and working that 
allows for quick and reasonable decisions to manage the development 
process in order to build valuable products.

Where did the Agile come from?

The term Agile development was introduced in 2001 by a group of independent 
thinkers representing the software development environment. The overarching 
problems they were struggling with were unclear or value-lack goals, and very 
challenging, often unrealistic process requirements. Therefore, they decided to 
work out a new basis for the way of working in software development to „restore 
a balance”. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/pl/dictionary/english/agile
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The Agile Manifesto, which was the result of their brainstorming work, is the base of 
Agile methodology. Its purpose is articulated clearly:

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and 
helping others do it.

AGILE MANIFESTO VALUES

Over the years, joint experience and verification of the Agile principles gave a clear 
confirmation that Agile works and does well for software developers and clients. 
No wonder it has become the most popular methodology for software development 
processes.

overIndividuals and interactions Processes and tools

overCustomer collaboration Contract negotiation

overWorking software Comprehensive documentation

overResponding to change Following a plan

https://agilemanifesto.org
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What makes up Agile Software Development?

First of all, short iterations, regular feedback, and transparency. It means that all the 
phases of the process are performed in short time periods. During each iteration, the 
Agile team creates a working increment (software element) and business stakeholders 
give feedback so that everyone knows what to improve and what to carry on with. The 
aspect of close collaboration and open communication strengthens the entire process 
and makes it transparent. 

The Agile team works on delivering a product in a logical way that allows for effective 
product building and then implementing it to the client’s infrastructure and observing 
how it interacts with users. 

In Agile, as opposed to the Waterfall methodology, development phases do not strictly 
happen in a pattern: one phase happening, closure, then the second stage happening, 
closure. In Agile frameworks, i.e. Scrum, the product development phases, despite 
their logical sequence, overlap. It means that during one sprint when the increment 
(the part of the feature) is being built, a few phases can happen simultaneously. 
The same is with making changes in the built increments–the team can easily move 
between stages and make amends. 

Then, what are the phases of the product development life cycle? 

Brainstorming on requirements Designing

D
evelopm

ent

Dep
loym

ent

Review

Testing
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Requirements gathering

The first step is about gathering the ideas and needs – all that is important 
to define the project’s core. The worked-out results should be a strong 
proposition including project and product goals, defined requirements, and 
an analysis of their values. All of that is to provide a solid foundation for the 
project. 

Later on, you will read about how the ‘Requirements gathering’ is completed 
and what exactly will be your role to help the Agile team gain valuable 
insights and build a strong base for product building. 

Designing 

When the Agile team knows the goal of the software, they can start 
designing the product and its solutions. The team works on the information 
architecture, user flows, and mock-ups. All of that is intended to put 
the value of the requirements into the design and decide on product 
functionality. Therefore, the engaged business input is highly needed. 
Working in short iterations and feedback loops allow offering you the 
solution that meets requirements and brings value to the audience and 
business. 

Development 

The agreed-upon client design is the base to develop the product. The 
development phase is the longest one, and like everything, requires regular 
evaluation and feedback after each iteration. The collaboration aspect plays 
a major role here– coders cooperate closely with designers to put a design 
into a code, and the Product Owner keeps the stakeholders engaged so the 
team gets regular feedback.

Testing 

The way the product performs must be tested, and the eventual bugs 
spotted. The testing is conducted during the development stage–when the 
increment is being built, but it’s good to run some at the end of the whole 
coding. All defined improvements and bugs must be addressed and amends 
implemented. 

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Deployment 

This stage is like trying the shirt on a person it was sewing for. The team 
has to integrate the product with the client infrastructure and make sure 
everything fits well. If new needs for changes occur, the team works on 
implementing them.

Review

This is the evaluation phase, when the team observes how the product 
behaves in the client’s environment. The Agile team makes every effort to 
ensure that the product works efficiently and brings value to users, which 
then translates into value for the business. It’s normal that when users start 
to interact with the products, some unseen issues like bugs or inadequate 
performance can appear. At this stage, the team is focused on observing 
and receiving feedback, so the improvements can be implemented if 
needed. 

As you can see, though there is a logical order of the product life phases, they can 
overlap during the whole process. The crucial thing is to deliver value. That’s why the 
increments are improved when needed. And this requires returning to activities from 
different stages of product development.

Now you know what is included in the product life cycle. In the further parts of 
this ebook you will learn what this process looks like in terms of organization and 
methodology. We will also cover when the team will need your support and how it 
should be. 

Scrum and Kanban: the most popular Agile frameworks

As you already know, Agile is a concept of how to do things, and Scrum and Kanban 
are the tools Agile recommends using. Both frameworks are intended to help the 
team run the Agile project which usually ends with creating working software. Of 
course, there are more options you can choose from to introduce Agile, however, 
Scrum and Kanban are the most popular.

6.

5.
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SCRUM VS KANBAN

What Scrum is about? 

Scrum teams deliver work increments in planned time periods named sprints. After 
each sprint, the team gathers feedback from stakeholders to improve the process and 
the results. 

The Scrum team carries out various events and Scrum ceremonies that help them 
deliver working increments with each sprint. The foundation of Scrum tools and 
processes is the Scrum Guide which contains all the rules the Scrum is based on.

Scrum practices

Artifacts, events, ceremonies – all of those practices are an important part of 
delivering projects with Scrum. They help the team to deliver the successful product 
with a support of the Scrum principles: transparency, inspection and adaptation.

What are the Scrum practices?

Sprint Planning, Sprint, Daily meetings, Sprint Review, Sprint Retrospective. 
You will get to know more about them and the role you play in a later chapter. 

https://scrumguides.org
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What are the Scrum roles?

Scrum is based on a few roles that hold different responsibilities.

The Product Owner is responsible for the product towards the client and 
represents the client to the team. The main aim of PO actions is to maximize 
the value of the product that the Scrum team delivers. The PO obligation 
also covers Product Backlog Management, work prioritization, and close 
cooperation with stakeholders. 

Scrum Master is an expert in the Scrum framework with the main 
responsibility of maximizing the team’s efficiency. In other words, Scrum 
Master takes care of the implementing Scrum by the team to help them 
achieve the best effects.

Scrum Team is a self-organizing entity that creates a product. The team 
consists of people who build the product–developers, designers, testers, 
as well as Scrum Master and Product Owner.

Client means stakeholders the team gets the feedback from. Their role is 
to define with a team the core elements for the project to start with: project 
scope, product goal, and requirements, as well as examine the values the 
team delivers.

1.

2.

3.

4.

SCRUM ROLES

Stakeholder
s

Pr
od

uc
t Owner Scrum

Master

D
evelopment Team
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Kanban key characteristics

Kanban framework is aimed to visualize the workflow, which helps to monitor its 
implementation – progress and time needed to get the job done. One of the main 
Kanban tools is the Kanban board. It presents the team’s work – planned, reviewed, 
in progress, or done. The way the board is divided depends on the development team 
and the project. When the task changes its status it comes to a different column. 

The goal of the Kanban board is to notice where the problems occur, for instance, 
at which phase the work is stopped, then define a blockage and take action to 
counteract it.  

One of the major and repetitive blockages identified in Agile software development is 
the exceeded limit of WIP work – work in progress. Thanks to the Kanban board, the 
team sees what is their maximum WIP level, and as a result, sets the WIP limit which 
the Kanban board allows for monitoring easily. 

KANBAN BOARD

Scrum or Kanban. Which one is better? 

There is no right answer to a question about which Agile framework is better: Kanban 
or Scrum. It depends on the team’s need, the project’s type, the client, and the phase 
the software development project is in. The general rule is that the Agile team decides 
what’s best for them, as they know how to organize their work. Therefore, if the Agile 
team chooses to work in a hybrid model that combines Kanban and Scrum, they 
should try this out. Learning by doing is the best way to find out what works, and what 
doesn’t for the team and the specific project. 

on hold  in progressto do review done
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Agile Software Development benefits

The list of Agile methodology benefits is long. Let’s go through a few which seem to 
be of special importance in software development.

Producing valuable software 

Firstly, the Agile methodology helps to discover values (for user and 
business) the product will be offering. Secondly, the workflows, and 
practices, all of them help the development team to evaluate whether 
they managed to deliver the value with the produced feature. After each 
iteration, there is a chance to examine the value and make changes if 
needed. 

Focus on risk 

Agile tools and practices reduce the risk of project failure. These few 
aspects: building the most valuable and important elements first; delivery 
of working increments in short cycles; feedback loops; and transparent 
collaboration between people, are the core of risk management in software 
development. All of them create chances for the risk to be recognized as 
soon as possible. And the clue for risk management is to identify the risk 
and decide how to handle it. 

1.

2.

R

I

S

K
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Empowered development team 

Sense of agency, autonomy, working on specific units instead of all the 
features at once…the list of benefits for the team is quite solid. And we 
all know that a satisfied specialist is more effective and innovative, which 
translates into the product’s success. 

Better transparency

Continuous improvement, open discussion about the progress but also 
problems or risks – all of this is easier thanks to the Agile frameworks.
The Agile tools and practices create transparency helping the team stay 
flexible, work with changes or uncertainty, and still deliver valuable, working 
software. 

Client satisfaction

The stakeholder contentment comes from a few aspects. Awareness of 
the project, its progres and overall understanding that makes the whole 
process clear. Moreover, the active stakeholder’s engagement gives the 
team business perspective which is indispensable in delivering value with 
the product.

5.

4.

3.
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CHAPTER 2

Business value in Agile
The goal of software development is to provide business value. It’s not about 
products’ delivery themselves but what value they bring. Contrary to appearances, the 
product business value is a challenging component to determine. It’s influenced by 
many elements, including the personal opinions of various stakeholders. 

On the other hand, the business value is the most important concept that 
sets the direction of the team’s work on the product. 

Therefore it’s worth putting in the effort to define the business value, and understand 
what needs or problems to solve are behind it, and how it can change during the 
project.

The agreed business value must be a common perspective with an understandable 
definition for everyone – the client and the development team, and in no case can 
these two visions differ from each other.

What is business value in Agile?

Business value is a viewpoint that allows people with different perspectives 
to understand each other and identify what really matters to the product. For 
organizations, what matters is usually the value that brings economic profits. It can be 
a profit understood as the product revenue, e.g. from its sale, or some other benefits 
that can be built in the long term, e.g. development of the company thanks to a 
valuable software which will bring more customers in the future. Other factors that 
can equate to business value:

Reducing cost
Minimizing risk
Ensuring customer satisfaction
Providing innovation
Shorten delivery time
Decreasing complexity
Increasing quality.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Highest priority business value: user value 

Additionally, in terms of importance, not all values are created equal. Hence, they 
need to be prioritized according to their weight. Among differently understood values, 
the user’s value appears to be the most important for the business to provide. After 
all, the users are the recipients of the products the business produces. Offering a 
unique user value is crucial, especially in the case of commercial products, where 
success depends on the consumers’ purchasing decisions. Their needs and problems, 
thus, must be investigated, defined, and addressed by the product.

Why business value makes a product successful?

The product aims to respond to the users’ needs. There is no other and right way to 
think about the product. Let’s discuss it in an example of a mobile app. Applications 
that don’t meet users’ needs, and don’t bring a unique value, have a good chance of 
joining applications with a high churn rate. Additionally, many studies confirm that 
users download apps but then quickly uninstall them because they just don’t use 
them. “Only 1 in 4 users keep an app” says the most disturbing statistic for app 
owners.

TOP REASONS PEOPLE UNISTALL APPS

Why Users Uninstall Apps - check detailed data

39,9%

18,7%

16,2%

12,6%

5,4%

5,4%

1,6%

not in use

confusion

excessive advertising

other

limited storage

technical issues

excessive notifications

https://austinknight.com/writing/the-data-behind-why-apps-fail
https://clevertap.com/blog/uninstall-apps/
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Therefore, investigating users’ needs and offering a good user experience is of key 
importance. The point is not to create an application (or any software) according 
to a subjective opinion about what we like personally, but simply to examine the 
consumers’ needs and respond to them with value. What also happens is that 
applications are often overloaded with features (and someone had to pay for them) 
which ends up with the user not using most of them. The user naturally chooses the 
ones that are valuable and the most useful. 

HOW MANY FEATURES OF THE APP ARE USED?

The chart is based on updated data collected by The Standish Group between 1999-2017 
and includes data from over 1000 applications

How and when Agile frameworks protect business value?

The Agile methodology and its tools: Scrum or Kanban, enables organizing the 
product development in a way that allows business value to be always at the back of 
your head. How does it happen? Thanks (but not only) to Scrum artifacts and events 
that allow the team to organize work and set business objectives. 

Product Backlog 

A product Backlog is a list of all that is needed to create the final product. In 
other words, it is a base with requirements. All parties involved in the project are 
responsible for building a Product Backlog.

The business perspective given by stakeholders is especially important to make the 
backlog valuable. Providing requirements based on values helps developers to

50%

20%

30%

always

almost never

rarely
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understand what aim is to be provided by individual functionalities, and what needs 
they respond to. This knowledge supports choosing the right technology while taking 
into account the time and cost of implementation (Product Owner responsibility). 

To make the delivery of the requirements even more clear, a DoD (definition of 
done) is created for each Product Backlog element. The well-defined DoD, which is 
measurable and corresponds to the business value, is the developers’ commitment to 
the quality level of the delivered increments.

Sprint Backlog

A Sprint Backlog contains requirements the Scrum team takes from the value-based 
Product Backlog. The goal is to plan the sprint by determining the appropriate 
order of tasks, precisely naming them, and analyzing and understanding their DoD 
(definition of done). 

The Sprint Backlog is made by and for developers to stress the purpose of the 
sprint, the elements to build, and the way how to create them. 

Increment

Increment (also Scrum artifact) is the working element of the software which the team 
delivers with each sprint. The increment should provide value or get close to it with 
each iteration. The stakeholder feedback is crucial for the increment to be further 
developed. After the sprint ends, and during the Sprint Review the team and the 
stakeholder evaluate the increment and the value behind it. 

INCREMENTSPRINT BACKLOGPRODUCT BACKLOG

PRODUCT’S AIM SPRINT’S AIM DEFINITION OF COMPLETION
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These are only a few examples of the practices that take care of the product value 
in Agile software development. In general, there is no bad moment to ask about the 
value and how the increment provides it.  

Why is building a Product Backlog not enough?

As you already know the Product Backlog is the base with requirements for 
the product which informs the team what to produce. A good Product Backlog 
should consist of requirements firmly embedded in the needs of the user and 
business. Therefore one of the effective communication tools helping to build good 
requirements is to formulate them based on user stories. After all, the user will be the 
one who finally uses the product. This way of constructing the requirements informs 
the team what tasks users will perform with the product; what they will need from the 
product; what problems it should solve for them, and so on. Although the user stories 
are not the official part of the Agile methodology, this form of requirements building is 
eagerly used among agile teams–us included. 

Understanding what to build, however, is not enough. The team has to also be aware 
of the priorities—which features or tasks are the most important and which are 
more the nice-to-have ones. The solution to that is to prioritize the product backlog 
so the Agile team will have a clear picture of what to create first. 

How to prioritize Product Backlog based on business 
value?

Product Backlog prioritization is needed to indicate to the team what is the most 
crucial (has the highest value) in the product. Another useful perspective given with 
the prioritization is to avoid overloading the product with features (and spending too 
much money) that users simply don’t need. Giving requirements priority based on a 
value allows the Agile team to recognize what will be done with the first priority and 
what can wait.

To prioritize which requirement has high or low importance the team has to 
understand it so the requirements have to be well described.
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And what does it mean to describe the requirement well? 

First of all, a well-described requirement is explained and presented from the user’s 
perspective. That is the reason why Agile teams use user stories as a communication 
tool to understand the value of the requirements. A comprehensive user story 
defines the object–WHO, WHAT value the object wants to get, and WHY it is 
needed. Based on this, the Scrum team decides WHAT feature to deliver to make 
the WHY happen. 

As Agile projects are about discovering, the team doesn’t have to know at the 
beginning all details needed to define a user story. And that is ok, although not a 
detailed user story can not become a highly important feature. It would have to wait 
to be described to get to the top of the Product Backlog. That is another reason why 
stakeholder engagement is a far-reaching factor–a business viewpoint is required to 
discuss the value of the requirements from the business and user perspectives.

Prioritization techniques allow the team to organize the backlog, so with the start of 
each new sprint (a time period within the team achieves the Sprint Goal ), the team 
can grab a few user stories from the top of the backlog and start working on them.

PRODUCT BACKLOG

High priority

Low priority

Low priority stories
don’t have to be fully
clear and defined

High priority 
requirements in a form 
of user stories must be 
well described

The backlog can expand
when there is a need to 
add a new item

Items can be also 
removed if they are not 
still valid

The backlog should be 
re-prioritized in a regular 
manner

Every sprint begins with
the team choosing a few
highest priority stories
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Your role in Agile Software Development 
project
Previous chapters aimed to explain to you the meaning of Agile and why focusing 
on business value gives the project the greater chance for success. In this part, you 
will get a bunch of useful tips and practices regarding your role in running software 
projects. Firstly, you will learn what knowledge and data to prepare to start the 
project effectively, and afterward – with whom to cooperate with, when, and why– 
those are the most significant questions regarding running an Agile project you will 
get the answers for.

Before the project: prepare the resources

Ask yourself the question, what is the business purpose of the product you 
aim to build? Is it about selling the product and earning money? If yes, how 
much do you need to gain? Or maybe there is another purpose like giving 
something valuable to the audience so they stay with your product? Goals 
can vary but you need to know what is yours. When establishing goals, you 
can treat it a bit like starting a new business (on a small scale of course) – 
you must know what you are doing. 

Know your target group. The awareness of the audience, and their needs 
are the bottom line to start the work with. First of all, you need to define 
the users and then get to know the problems they deal with. If you already 
worked out some data - defined and described personas and segments they 
come from, all of that will be useful to examine the users (short FB survey, 
e.g.). It is especially important if you want to develop the software for the 
in-house purpose: no one will know your audience better than you. As 
researching audience needs can be a complex process you don’t have to do 
this all by yourself. The software company you choose to cooperate with will 
surely help you with more advanced research. Nonetheless, the more you 
know, the more effective the whole process will be. 

Make a decision on priorities. Which features are most important to 
implement first, what should be included in the MVP (Minimum Viable 
Product - product with minimum features needed to attract users) and why. 

1.

2.

3.
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Prepare a preliminary list of functions created on the basis of the previous 
3 points.

Verify whether there is competition, and if so, what will your product stand 
out from? This one must not be omitted, as developing a product without 
unique value won’t help to succeed. Besides, knowing the competitors’ 
products with their strengths and weaknesses will help you to avoid their 
mistakes, and establish your unique offer.

Estimate your budget and choose a software partner for cooperation. 
Sounds easy but it’s not. You can take a look at our article clarifying the 
topic of choosing the best software company and get some knowledge 
about pricing models when cooperating with a software company.

During the project: step by step guide on how to manage 
the project 

Once you complete the preparation steps, you will be ready to begin the Agile 
Software Development process and lead your digital product to hit the market. 
Agile software development is made up of various elements and actions–a part of 
them happens once and some repeat until the finished product is produced. Below 
you will find what constitutes the process, what each phase is about and who is 
involved in it.

What happens before the iterative process begins?

Before the first sprint begins and the Agile team starts to create a product, a few 
things must happen to build a solid foundation for all the work. 

4.

5.

6.

&Introductory workshops 
and brainstorming Product Backlog Prioritization

https://softwarethings.pro/blog/how-to-choose-the-right-software-development-company-and-smoothly-run-the-project/
https://softwarethings.pro/blog/time-and-material-vs-fixed-price-which-is-better-for-software-development/
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Introductory workshops and brainstorming

The essence of the workshops is about discovering. The product is the first to 
go–the main idea drafting the overall vision and goal, and smaller ones that 
pin up the essential additions. The next aspect is discovering and defining 
the audience with their overall needs. All of that must be based on a strong 
business perspective given by the stakeholder. The workshops deliverables 
are:

The product goal–why the product is aimed to be made, what other 
objectives the product plans to achieve; the product goal helps the team 
to choose what and how to build

Product Backlog–an action plan for delivering values including well-
described product requirements 

Participants: Development Team, Scrum Master, PO, Stakeholder

When building a product with us, at the end of the workshops 
you will also get:

Product Backlog Prioritization

Setting priorities is an essential thing in software development. Requirements 
prioritization is needed to know where to start the work, and to be sure that 
the most important elements are delivered at first. If you need a quick recap 
go to the chapter where we explained how the prioritization for Product 
Backlog works. 

Participants: Development Team, Scrum Master, PO, Stakeholder

1.

2.

the more exact 
cost estimation

preliminary release 
estimation project charter+ +
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Iterative phases of Agile Development process

Sprint Planning

Sprint as you already know is the short period during which the development 
team works on specific increments. As with everything in Agile development, 
the sprint has to be planned too.

The Sprint Planning deliverable is the Sprint Backlog. It has to include the 
list of tasks a team will be working on and the action plan for delivering them. 
The Sprint Backlog has to also introduce the sprint goal which is the main aim 
the team focuses on. 

Participants: Development Team, Scrum Master, PO, Stakeholder optionally

CHAPTER 3

1.

Important to notice Product Backlog Prioritization is made at the project’s 
beginning, but it also happens during the iterative Scrum process at any time 
when it is needed.
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Sprint happening

Usually, the sprint is a period between 1 week to 1 month. Once established, 
the length of the sprint does not change throughout the process, unless 
the Scrum team decides so. During the sprint, the team members work on 
tasks from the Product Backlog. The sprint should end with producing a 
working increment or its part. While working, the team takes into account 
arrangements set during Sprint Planning. Each day the team has a meeting 
called Daily Scrum which is the occasion to verify if the established plan is still 
valid for the present circumstances. If so, the team can go straight to work on 
tasks. If not, the Scrum team has to decide on a new approach to occurring 
challenges.

Participants: Development Team, PO, Scrum Master, and Stakeholder 
optionally

Sprint Review

The meeting during which the team presents the working increment to the 
stakeholders and other participants (Sprint Review can be an open meeting). 
As the stakeholder, you should use Sprint Review to inspect the increment 
and its value and to give feedback. It is also a good moment to pass on 
new-born ideas based on presentation of the built increment and discuss 
future changes if the need arises. Generally, Sprint Review helps to check the 
progress toward the project or product goal, so you can be sure the project 
moves in the right direction.

Participants: Development Team, Scrum Master, PO, Stakeholder

Important to notice If you define new requirements during Sprint Review, 
then we will be talking them through and giving them priority during a joint 
session of Product Backlog Refinement.

2.

3.
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Sprint Retrospective

An event aimed to combine inspection (how was it) with adaptation (how 
can we adapt the process to better results). The team evaluates the finished 
sprint—in terms of roles, interactions, tools, and processes—and indicates 
what went OK and what can be improved with the next iteration to provide 
better results.

Participants: Development Team, Scrum Master, PO, and Stakeholder 
optionally

Product Backlog Refinement

The goal is about going through the Product Backlog and checking if 
something has changed–priorities or maybe some requirements need to be 
added or omitted. The result of Backlog Refinement must be the Scrum 
team’s understanding of the stakeholders’ needs and constraints. The 
weight of the Backlog Refinement is based on the capacity of the team and 
the project. The backlog can not be extended without limits and delivered 
within the original time estimation. It is good to be aware that very often if 
one element is added and marked with a high priority, the other must be 
omitted, so it’s all about prioritization based on business value.

Participants: PO, Stakeholder, Scrum Master, Development Team optionally

Important to notice Backlog Refinement can happen anytime when it 
is needed. Not necessarily must it be at the end of sprint–after sprint 
Retrospective or during the Sprint Review. It’s just important for this to 
happen before the Scrum team plans a new sprint.

CHAPTER 3

4.

5.

Download Sprint story map

https://cutt.ly/IMn9mgQ
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What is required of stakeholders and why? 

You, as a stakeholder and the representative of a business, are the source of 
knowledge an Agile development team really needs. And what exactly are you 
supposed to do and what to share?

Give business perspective

It means introducing the team to the business reality of your company, e.g. 
determining the goals, values, or challenges of the company in the context of 
the product; sharing insights on competitive products or markets, etc.

Introductory workshops, Backlog Prioritization and Refinement, 
Sprint Review, and every time while giving feedback. 

Because the team doesn’t know your company, as well as the 
industry you operate in, and you are the best source of knowledge. 
Remember that to build a successful product, except for the 
technological experts, business (company) knowledge is essential.

Give users’ perspective

This is, in a way, an extension of providing knowledge about the company– 
who are the users of your product? What needs or problems do they have? 
The second option of gaining the users’ perspective is to help the software 
development company in reaching the audience to conduct user research on 
their needs and pain points.

Introductory workshops, User Research during sprint (if agreed to 
do so), Backlog Prioritization and Refinement, Sprint Review and 
every time while giving feedback

The users are the ‘final cell’– they buy and use the product, and 
their needs must be included and met by the product. 

CHAPTER 3

when?

when?

why?

why?
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The basis of success is the purchase decision. If consumers want your 
product you win. If not, even a well-working, good app is not enough. 
People need things for a purpose and discovering users’ needs and 
problems you can resolve with the product, helps you to create something 
people actually want.

Wiktoria Szymczak, UX UI Designer

Create valuable qualities with a team 

The common goal of parties involved in the project is to work out needed 
deliverables. There are quite a few of them, nonetheless, they are crucial to 
building a valuable product. What qualities will you be working on? Project 
scope, product goal, list of requirements in form of user stories, etc. 

Introductory workshops, Backlog Prioritization, and Refinement, 

To create a base for successfully running the project and building a 
product with value for the users and business. It is the most needed 
groundwork that has to be done for the project to be successful.

Prioritize qualities with the team (requirements prioritization)

What the Agile team can see as important and first to build may not 
necessarily be the most significant from a business perspective. There are no 
people who know it all, so exchanging perspectives on priorities and deciding 
what will be produced first is the bottom line to delivering a good product.

Backlog Prioritization, Backlog Refinement

To produce the most important elements as first – it’s the best-
proven method of project risk management

when?

when?

why?

why?

https://softwarethings.pro/blog/how-does-agile-reduce-the-risk-of-failure-in-software-development-projects/
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Providing feedback 

The Agile team requires thoughtful and argument-based feedback to 
continue with work and introduce adjustments to make the product better 
adapted to the business needs. Remember to give feedback that provides 
value.

My assistant/boss doesn’t like the design. 

It won’t work because users care about….

Sprint Review, or during sprint if decided

No feedback means no knowledge if anything must be changed.

Important to notice Delayed feedback is also wrong. Agile software 
development is like a set of communicating vessels. The team having no 
feedback will continue with the achieved effects to produce another element, 
so late feedback regarding the necessity of changes means that already 
built increments, as well as those being delivered at the moment, must be 
changed. This means wasted time and money. On-time feedback is a crucial 
part of: managing the risk, keeping the cost and releasing estimations valid.

FEEDBACK

don’t

do

when?

why?

argument based                              on time

constructive                                   understandable                        set on business
va

lu
e
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Participate in meetings 

Meetings are your knowledge source of the work’s results. For instance, if you 
want to see the produced increment (the product’s feature or its element) you 
need to participate in a Sprint Review. What comes from our experience is 
that you will have new ideas and fresh requirements when you see the ready 
increment. Software projects are pretty abstract when theorizing, they become 
real when something is produced.

Introductory workshops, Backlog Prioritization, Backlog 
Refinement, Sprint Planning (optionally), Sprint Review

To be aware if a team is on the right track, to provide feedback, 
to know and manage the risks and problems, and to change 
something when needed.

Participate in the risk management

This is the shared task with a PO. Together you can talk the risk through and 
when you have an understanding of what is going on, what are the risks, and 
options to manage it, you can make decisions.

Every time when needed

Software development is a complex process, and no one can 
control or predict all of its aspects. Unexpected impediments 
(all that you don’t know and can happen, but also shortcomings 
like bad competition analysis, wrong value prioritization, little 
knowledge about the user, or undefined important business value) 
can contribute to the emergence of risks that need to be managed. 
The more you know about the project, the easier it will be to 
handle it.

when?

when?

why?

why?
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Participate in meetings 

Meetings are your knowledge source of the work’s results. For instance, if you 
want to see the produced increment (the product’s feature or its element) you 
need to participate in a Sprint Review. What comes from our experience is 
that you will have new ideas and fresh requirements when you see the ready 
increment. Software projects are pretty abstract when theorizing, they become 
real when something is produced.

Introductory workshops, Backlog Prioritization, Backlog 
Refinement, Sprint Planning (optionally), Sprint Review

To be aware if a team is on the right track, to provide feedback, 
to know and manage the risks and problems, and to change 
something when needed.

Cooperate with Product Owner to understand the project

When running a software project, there is a need for trust in competency. 
The PO is the expert who has the best situational overview. Let’s imagine 
a situation when you want to significantly extend the project’s scope, as in 
the process you have gained knowledge about very important functions the 
product has to provide. The Product Owner has knowledge of the team’s 
maximum capacity which indicates if the project’s scope can be extended 
with keeping the current budget. If PO says that it is not possible, it should 
be based on parameters and facts. You can always ask about the reasons but 
please trust PO’s expertise.

Always

Because PO is the main communication medium between all 
parties involved with the project and has the biggest project 
knowledge.

when?

when?

why?

why?
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Summary checklist of what to do if you are the 
stakeholder 

Hopefully, with the theory and practice tips we described, you are now more aware of 
the whole process of Agile Software Development, and thus ready for the next Scrum 
project. 

As a nice finish, grab a summary checklist with a bunch of tips on how to manage the 
role of a fine stakeholder. 

create a backlog with requirements that bring value - for business and users- 
and explain to the team why they are needed

prioritize what is the most important and build it first, so you avoid running out 
of the budget and having no built foundation

don’t add the new high-priority requirements without the consultation with PO 

attend the meetings to give feedback and spot the needs for changes 

give constructive feedback based on arguments 

always keep in mind the users’ perspective and give them the product they 
need

We keep our fingers crossed for you in the role of engaged stakeholder giving a boost 
of power to the development team. You will do great.

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

PRODUCT OWNER

risk management

managing the scrum backlogstakeholder collaboration

self organization

release and budget handling
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ABOUT US

About us
We are Software Things—a software development company from Poland operating 
internationally. The expertise we offer allows us to build websites, and web and 
mobile applications for various industries—healthcare, culture, logistics, events 
organization, transport—and public institutions.

We believe that a digital product is something more than working software. The clue 
is the way the product brings value—to the business and the users.  
That’s why our mission is to make digital things easier for people. And we try hard 
to fulfill it. Our small team means engaged people who are close to your needs, and 
ready to listen and talk. 

So if you have an idea that you want to bring to life and look for a team of specialists 
focused on valuable products, contact us, and let’s make great things together.

Tell us about your project hello@softwarethings.pro

If you have any questions or comments about the e-book 
please share with us - write to the author Alicja Nurkiewicz  - 
a.nurkiewicz@softwarethings.pro 

Visit our website Check our references
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